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Abstract
The integration of weigh-in-motion (WIM) sensors within highways or bridge structural health monitoring systems is becoming increasingly popular to ensure structural integrity and users safety. Compared to standard technologies, smart self-sensing materials and systems present a simpler sensing setup, a longer service life, and increased durability against environmental effects. Field deployment of such technologies requires characterization and design optimization for realistic scales. This paper presents a field investigation of the vehicle load-sensing capabilities of a newly developed low-cost, eco-friendly and high durability smart composite paving material. The novel contributions of the work include the design and installation of a full-scale sensing pavement section and of the sensing hardware and software using tailored low-cost electronics and a learning algorithm for vehicle load estimation. The outcomes of the research demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed system for traffic monitoring of infrastructures and WIM sensing by estimating the gross weight of passing trucks within a 20% error during an autonomous sensing period of two months.
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1. Introduction

The ageing of infrastructure networks is a worldwide problem, with numbers of constructions requiring major maintenance having increased rapidly throughout recent years [1]. Transportation infrastructures, such as bridges, made of traditional materials, are prone to fatigue-related failures that emerge from non-standard traffic load cycles acting over long periods, which result in unexpected shorter service lives of the load-bearing elements, at the risk of sudden structural failures and collapses [2–4]. Employing fatigue life prediction models can help overcome such issues [5–8] by optimizing maintenance schedules based on real traffic conditions and actual structural performance predicted using structural health monitoring (SHM) systems [9–12].

Currently, the evaluation of the structural conditions and the prediction of the service life can be carried out by a joint assessment of structural response and traffic time history [13–15]. The structural response is commonly observed through accelerometers [16] and deformation or displacement transducers (strain gauges, LVDT’s, fiber Bragg gratings) [17–19], placed at strategic locations [20]. More recently, visual procedures and systems with increasing accuracy and measurement nodes have been developed [21–24].

However, in general, specific aspects limit the long-term deployment of autonomous monitoring systems. First, accurate and low-noise sensors are expensive, and the sensing performance depends on the quality of labor during the instrumentation phase [25–27]. Second, sensors can be exposed to harsh environmental conditions, decreasing their accuracy [28] and requiring frequent maintenance or replacement, thus negatively impacting the long-term stability of the SHM system [29]. Third, autonomous monitoring systems necessitate the integration of various hardware and software components, which increases their probability of failure [30].

At present, various techniques are available in the market to conduct traffic monitoring on road infrastructure. Traditional vehicle counting methods are visual, as cameras [31], or physical, through induction loops using electromagnetism [32], photoelectric sensors [33], or radio waves [34]. Considering the standard fatigue loads, the traffic volume and the occurrence frequencies of critical loads, the remaining service life of the road infrastructure can be estimated. Such an estimation depends on the standardized weights of the vehicles [35]. This estimation can be over- or under-predicting service life under actual traffic loads, thus increasing the maintenance costs or jeopardising safety, respectively.

Among available traffic load monitoring systems, the most reliable is the use of weigh-in-motion (WIM) systems [36]. These systems are used to detect and classify vehicles without interrupting the traffic flow, but require spatio-temporal readings in order to be capable of classifying vehicles appropriately [37]. The popularity of WIM systems is growing exponentially, because they have been shown to yield improved maintenance schedules, let alone their use for traffic law enforcement [38, 39]. In addition, the availability of data on traffic-structure interaction can be significant for SHM strategies [40]. Frequently used sensors in WIM systems include load cells, bending plates, and piezoelectric sensors [41, 42]. Important factors limiting the widespread deployment of WIM technologies are their limited durability, high costs, and installation difficulties [43].

To address the above-listed issues, this study proposes the field application of self-sensing smart materials as full-scale WIM systems for vehicles. To this aim, a multi-functional composite structural material is tailored, which exhibits a piezo-resistive behavior through the addition of conductive carbon inclusions. The investigation of self-sensing capabilities in literature is quite diffuse for cement-based material. Possible applications of this technology are in SHM of constructions and infrastructures. In particular, intrinsic self-sensing carbon-added concrete possesses the potential to become a smart type of sensor for traffic monitoring in the forms of: embedded array of cementitious cubes doped with nickel particles [44], concrete pavement sections doped with carbon nanotubes [45], embedded cube sensor made of a cement-carbon nanotube composite [46], conductive asphalt concrete [47]. The authors developed a research campaign on self-sensing behavior cementitious materials doped with different types of carbon fillers, with applications of structural elements at large scales [48, 49]. The experience built on concretes by the authors permitted to identify the most appropriate filler, the optimal preparation procedure and the most effective electrical setup for the pavement sensor described in this paper. In particular, carbon microfibers appeared suitable for the investigated composite, and embedded copper wires were found optimal for high-scale applications.

The proposed material is highly durable and can provide accurate measurements since it is directly under contact with the loads [50]. The composite is similar to an asphalt concrete, but it is composed of a thermoplastic transparent (non-bituminous) binder (EVIzero), mixed with natural aggregates and a dope of carbon microfibers. Recent studies have found that this material has load-sensing capabilities supporting spatio-temporal measurements due to its tailored design [51]. This study inspects a full scale self-sensing smart pavement section having a width and length of 3 and 1.5 m, respectively, and a thickness of 8 cm. Such dimension represents a research leap in terms of self-sensing material scale when compared to existing literature works. Also, the utilized arrangement of the electrodes allows the sensing of traffic loads over large surface areas. The scalability of the solution combined with the data acquisition mechanism represent an important step toward field deployments of smart materials in different types of infrastructures. Here, the proposed smart pavement-based WIM system has been deployed at the factory of the EVIzero binder producer, and placed in the main service road and subject to the traffic of loaded trucks every working day. The investigated WIM system comprises the sensing pavement section, made of smart material and tailored electrical setup, an ad-hoc designed low cost DAQ hardware and a software specifically developed to carry out learning vehicle weight estimation. The novel self-sensing system is tested on the field with factory trucks over two months of autonomous sensing period, after a training period consisting of the passage of 82 trucks having known weight characteristics.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the sensing method including the training of the machine learning algorithm to identify vehicles weights. Section 3 describes the field investigation setup. Section 4 presents and discusses field results. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Smart pavement sensing system

The proposed WIM concept is illustrated in figure 1. The sensing pavement can be embedded in a section of a road or a bridge, as a normal infrastructural floor as depicted in figure 1(a).

The passage of a vehicle over the embedded pavement sensor sections made of self-sensing multi-functional composite material produces an electrical output proportional to the load magnitude. This is achieved by providing the composite material with piezoresistive properties via the incorporation of suitable carbon microfiber inclusions. The electrical response of the pavement is measured through a tailored low-cost electronics, which also powers the pavement with a very low voltage level. Load identification is carried out in a dedicated software running a learning algorithm. The electrical outputs of the sensing pavements are acquired using uniformly distributed line-type electrodes embedded within the road surface (figures 1(b) and (c)). These electrodes are used for connecting the pavement sensor to the electrical circuit of the data acquisition (figures 1(d) and (e)). Specific descriptions of the proposed WIM system are provided in the following sections.

2.1. Design of smart pavement unit

For self-sensing materials, the resistance of the pavement section between electrodes varies depending on strains induced by the axle loads applied onto the pavement surface. Figure 1(b) shows the design of the sensing pavement unit used for this field study. The pavement sensor of dimensions $300 \times 150 \times 8 \text{ cm}^3$ has 12 embedded electrodes forming four groups of three electrodes which identify three sections with enough surface width to capture the passing of trucks’ axles. The central electrodes of each group are placed at a distance of 30 cm. The triple electrodes of each group, at a mutual distance of 5 cm, are so arranged for redundancy against damages that may occur during the compaction phase of the smart pavement or during operations. Both ends of the embedded electrodes are connected to the data acquisition system through a tailored wires’ system.

The side-view of the pavement illustrated in figure 1(c) shows the placement of the electrodes in the thickness of the self-sensing pavement. The load sensing models adopted for the electrical measurements are depicted in figures 1(d) and (e). The circuits permit to quantify the acting load through the Ohm’s law. The input voltage is 3 V DC, which is compatible with the commonly used voltage levels.

The electrical circuit in figure 1(d) is used for the initial tests on the field and the autonomous sensing of trucks during tests on the pavement. Figure 1(e) presents the alternative mode of sensing, without the shunt resistor, and with two sensing sections connected in series. The DAQ records the voltages spent through both sections which act as resistors. The voltage difference across each pavement segment is directly dependent on the electrical resistance of the pavement segment that varies scaled to the magnitude of the acting load. The difference time history, $\Psi(t)$ formulated in equation (1), of the two voltage recordings generates a load location and magnitude sensitive waveform during the pass of a vehicle.

$$\Psi(t) = V_2(t) - V_1(t)$$ (1)

where $V_1$ and $V_2$ are the voltage time histories read through pavement segments indicated in figure 1(e).

2.2. Data acquisition systems and hardware

Two DAQ systems are used in this study. The first one is a high-fidelity device used as benchmark. It consists of a National Instruments NI-PXIe-1096 chassis equipped with analog-digital converter NI-PXIe-4302 and voltage source measuring unit NI-PXIe-4138 as the DC voltage output. The equipment supplies 3 V DC voltage to the sensing circuit and simultaneously measures the voltages spent through smart pavement and the shunt resistor. The recorded voltage time histories are used to form the resistance time history of the smart pavement, $\Psi(t)$, and the voltage difference time history between two parts of the smart pavement, $\Psi(t)$, depending on the experiment purpose. NI-PXIe-4302 is a 24-bit ADC with a high precision that can measure millivolt scales accurately. One channel of the ADC is instrumented with an analog high pass filter for measuring the high-frequency voltage time history $V^H(t)$ that is used for WIM sensing of vehicles. The filter and its circuit are shown in figure 2(a). The transfer function of the filter is given in equation (2), $s$ being the Laplace variable, where $R = 1000 \, \Omega$ and $C = 470 \, \mu F$, resulting in a cut-off frequency of $1/(2\pi RC) = 0.34 \, Hz$. Figure 2(b) depicts the numerically constructed bode plot of the filter, experimental values, and the cut-off frequency. The experimental values represent the amplitude of filtered sinusoidal signals having different frequencies generated by a RIGOL DG1022A function generator and read by a RIGOL DS1054 Oscilloscope.

$$\frac{V_{\text{out}}(s)}{V_{\text{in}}(s)} = \frac{s}{RC + s}$$ (2)

where $V_{\text{out}}$ and $V_{\text{in}}$ are, high-pass filtered and unfiltered signals in Laplace space, respectively.

The second DAQ system is designed for low-cost and robust long-term sensing, allowing a possible extensive usage of the proposed smart pavement based WIM systems. The schematics illustrated in figure 3 shows the hardware parts and their related connections. Accordingly, the system consists of a Raspberry Pi Zero W [52] as the control unit, a camera, a regular 5 V USB charger, an LM2596 voltage regulator and
an analog-to-digital converter, model ADS1115 [53], that is controlled by an Arduino Nano microcontroller board [54]. On the ground side, a BC549 NPN-type transistor controls the current on the circuit by functioning as an electronic switch controlled by GPIO of the Raspberry unit. The voltages through the shunt resistor and the smart pavement sensor are read using a 16-bit ADC ADS1115 by Texas Instruments. This system is developed to be online and remotely controllable. Considering current market prices at the time of the experiment, the overall cost of the developed DAQ system can be estimated as about 50 USD. The proposed data acquisition system includes components that support long operating periods, with the time limitation being the memory handling that requires periodic data transfer.
2.3. Algorithms for WIM

The WIM system investigated in this study uses three algorithms that can work individually or concurrently. The first algorithm re-creates field-measured signals during the passage of a vehicle using the data-based signal time histories with known characteristics. The process consists of the minimization problem formulated in equation (3):

\[ E = \| V(t) - \sum_{i=1}^{n} a_i H_i V^*(t) \|_2 \]  

where the optimization cost, \( E \), is the Euclidian norm of the difference between the measured signal time history vector, \( V(t) \), and the recreated signal vector denoted by the term \( \sum_{i=1}^{n} a_i H_i V^*(t) \). During this operation, \( n \) stands for the total axles.

![Diagram of the low-cost DAQ system](image-url)
of the vehicle, $a_i$ are the scaling factors, and $H_i$ are the shifting operators in the discrete-time domain for the base signal vector $V^*(t)$, $a_i$ and $H_i$ are characterization variables corresponding to the weight of the axle and spacing of the axles, respectively. This methodology is explained in a previous study by the authors \[37\].

The second algorithm is the automated peak detection among the discrete values of a resistance time history vector created by the measurements of the self-sensing pavement, where the axle occurrences on the self-sensing pavement are detectable via the signal peaks over a resistance time history. These peaks are automatically recognizable by adapting the extremum seeking algorithm for discrete systems \[55\]. For this study, the extremum-seeking algorithm is employed for a statistics-based process. Initially, multiple time variables are placed evenly over the time domain of the signal recording. The resolution of time variables affects the precision and the computational demand. For this study, it is selected as 0.02 s, which is compatible with the sampling rate of the DAQ system (50 Hz) and supports the required precision according to the results. The given data acquisition rate is also compatible to vehicle speeds up to 90 km h^{-1} considering the dimensions of the sensing pavement. At the initial stage, the histogram of the time variables is uniform over the signal’s time domain. Afterward, the multi-variable extremum-seeking algorithm operates until the evolution of the histogram reaches a steady state. This procedure results in autonomous detection of the time instants of signal peaks caused by the axle occurrences. The corresponding resistance values are used for the estimation of the vehicle weight.

The third algorithm is the weight estimation of passing vehicles done using deep-learning. The extracted resistance values from the recorded time histories create a training data set that serves to train a supervised artificial neural network. A neural network is designed with three layers of neurons with each layer having five neurons. The neurons contain a sigmoid kernel function defined over $\mathbb{R}$ that is introduced in equation \(4\), through which they can output continuous values between 0 and 1:

$$y = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-x}}$$  \(4\)

where $x$ denotes the input to the neuron and $y$ is the output. The artificial neural network is trained via the back-propagation algorithm \[56\] to output the weight estimation of the truck. Figure 4(a) illustrates the neural network architecture, where the network weights $(a_{i-j-k})$ are denoted by three digits showing the layer index—source neuron index—connecting neuron index, respectively. Figure 4(b) summarizes the autonomous peak picking algorithm based on the extremum seeking, showing two distinct time instances when the data points are evenly distributed ($\tau_i$) and being gathered to the nearest peak ($\tau_{i+1}$).

3. Field setup and experimental campaign

3.1. Smart self-sensing pavement material

The real-scale smart pavement sensor section made of thermoplastic polymer composite self-sensing material is built and placed inside the polymer production factory of Padana Resine s.r.l. (Rovigo, Italy), on a main service road, allowing the detection of the trucks which pass frequently during the factory’s regular activity. The self-sensing smart composite material is composed of a licensed commercial bitumen-like binder for road pavements called EVIzero \[57\], short carbon microfibers by SGL Carbon \[58\], and natural aggregates (aggr.). The electrodes are 3-meter long copper wires with 1 mm diameter. The mixing of the composite material is made.

![Figure 4](image-url)
Table 1. Material mixture design of the self-sensing polymer composite pavement of dimensions $300 \times 150 \times 8 \text{ cm}^3$, with 1% w of CMF inclusions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components</th>
<th>Aggregates</th>
<th>EVIzero</th>
<th>CMF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
<td>0–4 mm</td>
<td>4–8 mm</td>
<td>8–12 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (kg)</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>413</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio to aggr. weight (%)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>45</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.066</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5. Field implementation photos: (a) electrode holding frame, the DAQ connection is labeled ‘DATA OUT’; (b) final field setup, the electrode directions are represented by black dashed lines, and the DAQ connection is displayed by a green dashed line.

mechanically at 160 °C–180 °C by a small scale rotatory hot mixer having a capacity of 600 kg. After the compaction phase, the density of the pavement is calculated approximately as $2.210 \text{ g cm}^{-3}$, according to the given dimensions and the weights of mix design listed in table 1. The amount of 1% w of CMF addition is based on the aspect ratio of the CMF [58] and the corresponding critical volume fraction obtained through electrical percolation model of conductive fillers, previous studies [59–61], and laboratory experiments on piezoresistivity investigating the gauge factor and linearity of the sensing model. The traffic safety performance of the investigated material, notably its anti-skid properties, is expected to be similar to that of the original pavement material due to the relatively low-concentration of CMF dispersed inside the self-sensing composite.

The electrodes are placed as shown in figure 1. In the field, the first layer of mixed material is cast and smoothed, then the electrodes are placed at desired locations by use of a wood frame, and successively the second composite layer is poured and compacted. The cooling rate of the two layers of composite material is a critical factor for the production of an uniform pavement, with optimal mechanical capacity. Figure 5(a) shows the frame adopted for the placement of the electrodes. It is formed by four wood profiles of cross-section dimension $2 \times 1 \text{ cm}^2$ creating a rectangle of $120 \times 300 \text{ cm}$. The copper electrodes were connected to the DAQ cables by soldering. The connections were covered by heat-resistant tapes. Figure 5(b) shows the final field installation.

3.2. Field setup

The data acquisition cabin, connected to the field electrodes is placed next to the sensing pavement. Figure 6(a) shows the dimensions of the cut on the asphalt for the placement of the self-sensing pavement. The manufactured pavement and DAQ cabin have been connected through wire ducts embedded within the roadway and embedded with cold asphalt. Figure 6(b) is a schematic of the field setup, where the main components are indicated.

The sensing system is designed to operate autonomously and capture the passing factory trucks. The following are the main steps of system procedure: (i) the laser trigger detects the passing trucks and activates the sensing trigger; (ii) the camera instantaneously captures the picture of the vehicle that triggered the laser and stores the picture for identification; (iii) the DAQ gets activated and records the data over 15 s, with a sampling rate of 50 Hz, allowing the total capture of signals generated during the passing of the trucks over the smart pavement; (iv) the data outcome and picture of the vehicle are uploaded to the cloud system for remote computing; (iv) the factory’s truck scale at the end of the service road weighs the truck. This last information is used for truck identification purposes, in both training and validation phases.

The inside view of the DAQ cabin is shown in figure 7(a), where the two data acquisition systems are shown together with the remote access computer and the panel constructed by the wires attached to smart pavements’ electrodes. Figure 7(b)
Figure 6. The self-sensing pavement settlement and the scheme of field tests; (a) the dimensions of pavement bedding and wire ducts opened on the asphalt; (b) the illustration of field scheme.

Figure 7. Devices of the field setup. (a) Inside view of the data acquisition cabin with NI-PXIe, novel DAQ, cloud computer and smart pavements connection panel; (b) the laser trigger for detection of passing vehicles.

shows the laser detector for the vehicles passing over the sensing pavement. Possible alternative methods for vehicle detection are inductive loops or visual systems, but laser trigger system is more suitable for the settlement of the study. The typical output of the designed DAQ system generated during the pass of a trailer truck is shown in figure 8, where the truck’s axles are clearly visible. The presence of all peaks related to the three close-by rear axles shows the adequacy of the sensor in terms of response speed, although future research will study in depth the vehicle velocity estimation.

3.3. Experimental methodology

The field tests comprised three phases. The first phase included the preliminary verification of the pavement sensor and the theoretical WIM procedure. These tests were conducted with controllable moving loads: Car1 with a gross weight of 1800 kg, Car2 with a gross weight of 1200 kg, and the factory forklift with a gross weight of 4660 kg. The second phase concerned the tests with the factory trucks with typically five axles and different load levels: unloaded trucks weighed between 15 and 20 tons, while loaded trucks between 38 and 45 tons. A static scale inside the factory weighed the passing trucks after the test field. The third phase of the field tests was the evaluation of autonomous sensing and weight of factory trucks. That phase employed a newly developed low-cost voltage sensing and data acquisition equipment developed by the authors and tailored signal processing procedures. During this phase, 82 trucks have been recorded by the weight estimation system. The data of 12 trucks was used for validation and 70 trucks used for training of the artificial neural network. The learning has been carried out by a supervised methodology, where the estimation error was calculated based on real weights of trucks measured through static factory scale.
Figure 8. Typical outputs of WIM system: (a) the picture of the vehicle that triggers sensing system; (b) related variation of resistance time history together with peaks due to axle occurrences.

4. Results

4.1. Electrical characteristics

The electrical readings before the loading tests revealed the electrical characteristics of the novel pavement sensor. Recalling that the pavement included 12 line electrodes distributed inside the material, the progressive measurements of the electrical resistance between electrodes showed the growth of the resistance of pavement according to the elapsed distance to the initial electrode. The measured electrical resistance, $R$, can be formulated using resistivity, $\rho$, cross-sectional area, $A$, and length between electrodes, $L$, in the equation below which concerns a uniform rectangular shape.

$$R = \frac{\rho L}{A}.$$  

The cross-sectional area of the segments between electrodes ($A$) was 2400 cm$^{-2}$, while the elapsed length ($L$) used the initial electrode as the zero-reference. The growth of electrical resistance was inspected by plotting the resistance readings between different electrodes, as depicted in figure 9.

The obtained results reflected the consistency with the linear growth model of resistance through the pavement, and confirmed that the surrounding asphalt did not affect the electrical conduction of the pavement sensor. Using the established resistance model and the results of electrical readings, the resistivity of the pavement sensor was evaluated as $\rho = 236.4$ $\Omega$ cm. Based on the same model, the total resistance of the DAQ wires was found to be approximately equal to 5 $\Omega$.

The electrical readings confirmed one-directional current flow inside the pavement under the specific boundary conditions. This conclusion also indicated a homogeneous dispersion of carbon fibers, therefore implying the reliability of the pavement sensor for the upcoming vehicle measurements.

Figure 9. Linear resistance growth model with respect to the distance from the starting electrode. The resistance readings between the starting and specified electrodes are shown by circles, and the linear fit line of the resistance model is depicted in blue.

4.2. Preliminary testing of sensing principles

The preliminary tests have been conducted to verify that the pavement sensor generated signal responses scalable to the different vehicle weights and repeatable. To test the scalability of responses, three types of vehicles with different weights described in the previous section crossed over the pavement. The data generated by the pavement sensor is depicted in figure 10(a). Accordingly, two observable peaks coinciding with the axles were generated by the pavement during the vehicles passes. The results evidenced two peculiarities. First, the summation of the amplitudes of the peaks is proportional to the gross weights of the passing vehicles. Figure 10(b) shows the linearity of the results. Second, the weight variation between the front and rear axles of each vehicle, depending on the presence of the engine, is also recognizable in the graphs.

The repeatability of the pavement’s response was examined through subsequent forward-backward passes of vehicles Car I...
and Car2. The aim of this test was to show that the pavement’s response to axle weights is consistent and independent of vehicles’ direction. Figure 11 depicts the two-time histories recorded during the test.

Similar to the previous test results, the peak magnitudes appear scalable to the vehicle gross weights and axles’ weights. In addition, the peaks detected in the forward and backward vehicles’ directions are very similar, thus demonstrating the reliability of the outputs.

**4.3. Wave form shaped-time histories for the WIM characterization algorithm**

The sensing circuit of the pavement sensor has been configured as in figure 11(e). As discussed in the previous sections, the measurements under this configuration generate WIM compatible signals that exhibit spatio-temporal outcomes. In this section the behavior of the sensor is further investigated. Car2 passed over the sensing pavement in the following patterns: (i) forward pass repeated twice, (ii) backward pass repeated twice, (iii) front axle passes subsequently backward and forward. The read signal time histories are shown in figure 12.

The signal responses indicate that pavement sensor generated repetitive signals with similar characteristics. However, the viscoelastic nature of the pavement material increased the recovery time of the pavement after the passing load, thus affecting the outcomes by causing residual drifts. This residual effects are more evident when inspecting the first passes of vehicles in figures 12(a) and (b), where the smart pavement sensor was in a relaxed initial state.

An improved operation including the signal reconstruction according to equation (3) was carried out by employing an analog first-order passive RC high-pass filter connected between
Figure 12. The results of wave-form signal production using Car2 in terms of normalized voltage time history reading: (a) forwards pass performed twice; (b) backward pass performed twice; (c) consequent backward and forward passes of the front axle, respectively.

the pavement sensor and the data acquisition system. Using the high-pass filter, the slow recovery effects were removed from the recorded time history. During the field tests, the time history readings obtained through the high-pass filtered channel of the NI-PXIe data acquisition system were used as WIM signals. These readings are denoted by $V^H(t)$. Car2 was used to generate the aforementioned high-frequency signals shown in figure 13(a), where the passing sequences are given as follows: (i) forward pass, (ii) backward pass, (iii) front-axle-only forward pass, (iv) rear-axle-only forward pass, (v) rear-axle-only backward pass, (vi) front-axle-only backward pass. The goal is to reproduce the pavement’s signal response to forward and backward passes of Car2 by shifting and superposing the signal outcome of individual axles as shown in figure 13(b).

Figures 13(c) and (d) plotted the reproductions of the pavement-generated signal outcomes during the passing of Car2 by superposing the individual axle responses as hypothesized by the WIM characterization algorithm described in [37]. These results represent the first field verifications of the WIM characterization algorithm developed for self-sensing smart pavement sensors.

4.4. Records of 5-axle trucks

For investigating the sensing field properties of the developed pavement sensor system for higher loads, important for the detection of imposed excessive loads on the road infrastructures, 5-axle trailer trucks have been used as passing vehicles. The trucks passed at a steady speed over the pavement sensor. Right after, the truck scale at the end of the factory service road measured the weights of the vehicles. Figure 14(a) depicts the pavement-generated signals induced by the 5-axle trucks at different load states: loaded or unloaded, depending on their operation schedule.

The measured signals include 5-peaks in the time history that map the 5-axle configurations of the trailer trucks. Moreover, the axle-induced resistance variations show consistency with the load states of the trucks. The signals also reflect the distances between the five axles. Another significant remark is the weight distribution over the axles. In the unloaded state, the front axle bears more portion of the gross weight of the truck due to the front located motor. Once the trucks are loaded, the second axle of the trucks becomes more critical, while the last three axles have an individually smaller portion of the weight on them due to being close-coupled.

Figure 14(b) depicts the data set created by the peak values of resistance variations. On this three-dimensional plot, each dot corresponds to a truck, where their load state is defined by having the red (loaded) or black (unloaded) color. The $x$-axis represents the values obtained during the passage of the first axle. The values at the passage of the second axle are shown in the $y$-axis. The summations of values encountered at the passing of the last three axles are plotted in the $z$-axis. A basic categorization according to the gross weights of trucks with a threshold of 20 tons is demonstrated. Accordingly, two weight classes appear distinctive, and a classification based on
these outcomes is found appropriate for autonomous decision systems.

4.5. Low-cost data acquisition system and autonomous weight estimation

The low-cost task oriented sensing and data acquisition system shown in figure 3 has operated during the period of February–March 2021. After the sensing period, no material deformation or damage to the sensing pavement have been visually observed. Based on collected data, weight estimations of continuously passing trucks by using the artificial neural network methodology presented in section 2.3 have been conducted. A total of 82 trucks have been recorded by the self-sensing pavement and then measured by the truck scale. The typical signal output presented in figure 8(b) shows six values existing to be used for weight estimation. Five of them are the peak values corresponding to the axles occurrences, and the sixth value is the last value of the time history recorded through the data acquisition, which reflects the measure for the residual deformation of the smart pavement. The neural network presented in figure 4(a) has a seventh input for doing...
Figure 15. Initial and converged histograms created from the distributions of time variables during the operation of the autonomous peak-picking algorithm. The five time instances above the dashed red line denote the time occurrences of five axles of the factory truck.

Figure 16. Autonomous weight estimation results of trucks based on data acquired by low-cost electronics system: (a) the learning curves of artificial neural network; (b) the weight estimation performance evolution according to desired error levels.

A weight estimation that is in addition to the six values coming from the recorded signals: the hour information of the log file that compensates for the ambient temperature difference during day time. The weight estimation procedure operates autonomously. Figures 15(a) and (b) plot the histograms of initial and converged states of the peak-picking algorithm, respectively. Accordingly, after the algorithm converges, the five time instances of axle occurrences coincide with the time windows that contain the five most data points within these occurrences are visually separated from the rest by a dashed red line.

The data of randomly selected 12 out of 82 trucks forms the validation set, and the remaining data constitutes the training set. The values in the data set are normalized to have values between 0 and 1, where, in terms of gross weight, the value 1 corresponds to the maximum gross weight encountered in the whole data set that includes training and validation sets. Likewise, in terms of the hour of the day, the value 24 corresponds to the value of 1 after normalization. Figure 16 reports the weight estimation outcomes.

Figure 16(a) shows the convergence of the backpropagation algorithm. The error trends over the training epoch have the anticipated evolution for both the validation set and training set. Figure 16(b) shows the performance of the developed weight estimation procedure for different desired error levels. Accordingly, the results demonstrate that the weights of 90% of the trucks in the validation set are identified with less than 20% error, which is the maximum error limit defined by the international standards. The real weights of trucks of the validation set and their estimations are given.
Figure 17. Weight estimations of validation data set including log times of the detected trucks. The data points include the 20% error intervals.

by figure 17, plotted together with 20% error bars. The weight identification error includes human errors that may arise due to misalignment of the trucks to the pavement due to the unsupervised collection of data. Overall, this result appears promising, and the encountered error remains within the operating limits of the international standards defined by COST323 [62], ASTM1318E-09 [63] and NMi [64].

5. Conclusion

This paper presents the results from the field deployment of an innovative monitoring system based on a smart self-sensing pavement sensor made of a new thermoplastic polymer-based material. The developed intelligent WIM system includes a dedicated low-cost electronics and a software running vehicle identification through a machine learning strategy. The smart system has been tested in field by using vehicles and trucks having various loads. Results showed that the proposed composite self-sensing material is effective at monitoring traffic loads of different magnitudes and conducting WIM sensing. Findings from this study were as follows. (i) The electrical characteristics of the polymer composite pavement were uniform showing that the dispersion procedure for adding carbon fibers was effective for great amount of material. (ii) The low-cost DAQ systems developed for the field study and utilized for the measurements through the composite pavement sensor have been shown effective, supporting 3 V of applied voltage. This voltage level reduces the demand in terms of power consumption, and facilitates the extensive utilization of smart pavement-based traffic sensors. (iii) The load sensing pavement sensor was sensitive to a wide range of weights. The signal responses generated by the pavement sensor were proportional to the vehicle weights and repeatable in the investigated range, i.e. between 1200 and 42 000 kg. (iv) The pavement sensor was capable of generating the WIM characterization signals as theoretically expected. The noise and chattering within these signals were low with respect to the amplitudes of waveform signals generated by the vehicles. This resulted in an effective load estimation based on the proposed learning algorithm, with a limited number of standard truck passages needed for training. All the above-listed characteristics make the novel type of field sensing system highly promising for low-cost WIM applications. In particular, the proposed system is significantly more cost-efficient than existing WIM sensing technologies given that DAQ system is designed at prototyping level at a price of 50 USD and the sensing material costs are comparable to the common asphalt materials. Moreover, the proposed system can estimate the weights of the measured factory trucks with an error lower than 20%, which corresponds to the standard requirement in field applications and is the recommended limit of international standards. With these findings, the proposed system is found suitable for field applications, and further tests on operating roads will allow to optimize its design over realistic operating conditions, including faster vehicle speeds and different sets of vehicle types.
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